
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Yage is Our Life" is a film about the indigenous people of Putumayo, Colombia, their 

relationship with Yage and their perceptions on the commercialisation of their traditional 

medicine. 

Indigenous groups living in the Putumayo region of southern Colombia have been using Yage 

(Ayahuasca) for the health, social cohesion and spiritual guidance of their communities for 

centuries. Yage is rich in the potent psychedelic substance DMT and for these indigenous 

groups it is sacred, allowing them access to ancient wisdom and the spirits of nature. In their 

ceremonies the Taitas, or traditional doctors, use Yage to treat their patients for physical and 

emotional illnesses and as a guide for making decisions. 

Over the past 500 years the ancestral territories of Putumayo have been gradually eroded and 

these communities are at risk of further loss of land and traditions. In recent years Yage, or 

Ayahuasca, has become increasingly well-known in Western society. Many people travel each 

year to the Amazon to experience its effects and many scientific studies are being undertaken 

into its medicinal properties. As a result of this growing interest there have been numerous cases 

of people posing as Taitas and offering Yage ceremonies for large sums of money both in 

Colombia as well as internationally. 

This film voices the concerns of indigenous leaders through a series of interviews where they 

discuss the importance of Yage as a living tradition in their communities, the threat of its 

commercialisation, and the pressures exerted on their homelands by industrialised civilisation. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Contact 

Here is a link to the trailer. For further information about the film you may reach us through: 

 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/YageIsOurLife/ 

Twitter: @YageIsOurLife  

Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/yageisourlife 

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtwhmZhXIu9vUuC82hGa-HQ 

Email: yageisourlife@gmail.com 

Blog: www.ancestralseeds.wordpress.com 

 

Future projects 

If you are interested in this film, you might wish to know of our future plans:  

 Preparing a follow-up to this documentary, further exploring indigenous rights in 

Colombia. 

 Assisting indigenous communities to build small scale renewable energy 

infrastructure for energy independence. 

 

Collaboration 

We are looking to strengthen links and build collaboration to realise these projects and help 

others in similar endeavours in any way we can. Thank you for contacting us if you feel that this 

relates to your cause. 
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